
 

  

“They’re called “unicorns”— companies that have soared to a $1 billion valuation or higher, 

based on fundraising. The billion-dollar tech start-up was once the stuff of myth, but now they 

seem to be everywhere, backed by a bull market and a new generation of disruptive 

technology. Some say the proliferation of unicorns is a sign of another tech bubble. Others 

say the valuations are entirely justified. Whatever the answer, we’re clearly living in “The Age 

of Unicorns”  

                                                         - Daniel Roberts and Andrew Nusca (Fortune.com/ Unicorns) 

 

We are very lucky to have Vicky Siegrist, Head of Research & Development at Bubble Magic, 

here with us today. Bubble Magic is in the Top 3 of Fortune 500’s Unicorn List. 

See Fortune’s list of unicorn start-ups below ranked by valuation. Known for ground breaking 

science, this is a very exciting opportunity to participate in a Bubble Magic Product Launch 

Event.  

  - Margaret Keohane (Event Organiser) 
 

Fortune 500’s Unicorn List 

1. Uber  -   Valuation $51.0B / Transportation / Founded 2009  
 

2. Xiaomi   -  Valuation $46.0B / Electronics / Founded 2010  
 

3. Bubble Magic -  Valuation $37.0B / Leisure Sector / Founded 2012  
 

4. Airbnb   -  Valuation $25.0B / Lodging Sector / Founded 2008  
 

5. SnapChat -  Valuation $16.0B / Social Media / Founded 2012 
 

 
 
To find out more about Bubble Magic please visit http://www.televiewmarketing.com/ 
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For this piece I wanted to look at how we interact with societal changes, more specifically how 

we interact with disruptive technologies. Every so often a new technology comes along that 

changes the world, from railroads we got express delivery services, from electricity we got the 

toaster, from aviation we got to go on far reaching holidays and now from the internet we have 

the Unicorns. Though day to day I am sure we tend not to give Unicorns much thought.  For 

this piece I wanted to reflect on the impact disruptive technology has on society and the roles 

we play in interacting with disruptive technology.  

I looked to Gob Squad and Forced Entertainment for rehearsal inspirations. I have been 

influenced by Gob Squad in their use of improvisation while still maintaining rules to give a 

piece structure.  THEATREclub is a Dublin based company which is another influence on my 

work. They take on big topics, most recently in the 2015 Dublin Theatre Festival THE GAME 

looked at the legal status of prostitution in Ireland. THEATREclub use games and audience 

interactions to make complex topics more accessible to audiences. 

Interactions with disruptive technologies felt to me like quite a broad topic, one which I was 

finding difficult to illustrate through performance. A recent production I attended at the Tron 

Theatre helped me narrow my focus of investigation. The programme note for THERE'S NO 

POINT CRYING OVER SPILT MILK read that the piece is a “dynamic investigation… into the 

ephemeral nature of life, growing up, and the bittersweet fallibility of memory”. This 

investigation is a big ask of any piece. It was executed by the creators, Aby 

Watson and Alexander Horowitz, by exploring a multitude of creative ways to perform a single 

nursery rhyme. During my rehearsal and research process I tried to draw from this, taking a 

simple idea and trying to explore it in as much depth as possible.  

Margaret Keohane (November ‘15) 

 


